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Abstract

The fraction of charged nucleation mode particles as a function of particle diameter de-
pends on the particle growth rate and the proportion of particles formed via ion-induced
nucleation. In this study we have tested the applicability of recent data analysis meth-
ods to determine the growth rate and the proportion of ion-induced nucleation from the5

measured charged fractions. For this purpose we have conducted a series of aerosol
dynamic simulations covering a wide range of atmospheric conditions. The growth rate
and initial fraction of charged particles were estimated from simulated data using these
methods and compared with the values obtained directly from the simulations. We
found that the available data analysis methods should not be used when the nuclei10

growth rate is less than ∼3 nm h−1, or when charged particles grow much more rapidly
than neutral ones. Furthermore, we found that the difference in removal rates of neutral
and charged particles should be taken into account when estimating the proportion of
ion-induced nucleation. Neglecting the higher removal rate of charged particles com-
pared with that of neutral ones could result in an under estimation of the proportion of15

ion-induced nucleation by up to a factor of 2. This under estimation is further increased
if charged particles grow more rapidly than neutral ones. We also provided a simple
way of assessing whether these methods are suitable for analyzing data measured
under specific conditions. The assessment procedure was illustrated using a few ex-
amples of actual measurement sites with a more detailed examination of the typical20

conditions observed at the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Finland.

1 Introduction

Aerosol particles affect the radiative forcing budget of the atmosphere directly by scat-
tering solar radiation and indirectly by affecting the properties of clouds (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 2006). Recent studies suggest that atmospheric nucleation is the dominant25

source of the aerosol particles in the atmosphere (Spracklen et al., 2006; Kulmala and
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Kerminen, 2008; Yu et al., 2010). The number of particles of climatically-relevant sizes
formed via nucleation depends on three factors: the nucleation rate, the nuclei growth
rate and the scavenging of nuclei by various removal processes (Kerminen et al., 2001;
Lehtinen et al., 2007; Pierce and Adams, 2007; Kuang et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2010).
The growth rate of sub-20 nm nuclei is of specific interest in this regard, since these5

particles are most susceptible for coagulation scavenging by larger pre-existing parti-
cles.

The exact mechanisms of atmospheric nucleation are not yet completely known (e.g.
Kerminen et al., 2010; Kulmala et al., 2011), but the proposed mechanisms can be
divided into two categories: the neutral ones and the ones involving one or more electric10

charges. The latter include, but are not restricted to, ion-induced nucleation (IIN), in
which a particle is formed by the activation of a charged small ion (a big molecule
or a molecular cluster). By activation we mean that the ion reaches a size at which
it is more likely to grow to larger sizes by condensation of vapours onto the particle
surface than decrease in size through evaporation. At least in certain conditions, the15

ions are activated more easily than similarly sized neutral molecules or clusters and,
furthermore, there can be a sign preference in activation of the ions (Winkler et al.,
2008). As a result, some particles in the atmosphere may be formed via IIN while others
are formed via neutral mechanisms. According to field measurements, the fraction of
IIN to the total nucleation rate varies from one place to another (Manninen et al., 2010),20

as well as from one day to another (Laakso et al., 2007a; Gagné et al., 2008, 2010),
and even during a continuous nucleation event (Laakso et al., 2007b). The contribution
of IIN to new particle formation is important from climate change point of view, since
most of the uncertainty in global-average radiative forcing is caused by aerosol effects
(Forster et al., 2007).25

After their formation, neutral particles can be charged by ion-aerosol attachment or
by coagulation with charged particles. Similarly, charged particles can be neutralized
by recombination with oppositely charged particles or small ions (<∼1.8 nm in diam-
eter). As a result, the fraction of particles carrying a charge changes, until charging
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and neutralization of the particles are at balance, which will be denoted as the charge
equilibrium in this study.

According to observations, concentrations of negatively- and positively-charged
small ions are usually of the same order of magnitude and often even quite close to
each other, but there are also quite many observations of substantially different con-5

centrations of negatively and positively charged small ions (Hirsikko et al., 2011). In
this study, the term “asymmetric small ion concentrations” is used to denote that the
concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions are different.

Kerminen et al. (2007) derived equations describing the diameter dependence of
the aerosol charging state, which has been used to estimate the amount of IIN from10

measurement data (e.g. Laakso et al., 2007a; Gagné et al., 2008). Iida et al. (2008)
derived similar equations for the charged fraction, which were then used to determine
the particle diameter growth rate (GR). In the studies by Kerminen et al. (2007) and
Iida et al. (2008), the concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions
(<∼1.8 nm) were assumed to be the same. Furthermore, the fractions of negatively15

and positively charged particles (>∼1.8 nm) were assumed to be the same and the
recombination and attachment coefficients were assumed to be the same for negatively
and positively charged small ions. As a result, the negative and positive equilibrium
charged fractions and charging states were the same.

In the study by Gagné et al. (2012), the methods for estimating the proportion of20

IIN and GR were modified for conditions in which the negative and positive small ion
concentrations and charged fractions are not the same, termed the “asymmetric frame-
work”. Also the attachment coefficients were allowed to differ for negative and positive
small ions.

Numerous simplifying assumptions have been made when developing the methods25

discussed above (Kerminen et al., 2007; Iida et al., 2008; Gagné et al., 2012), and
the justification of these assumptions under certain conditions has been presented in
the corresponding studies. However, it is extremely difficult to estimate the precision of
the results obtained with these methods by using them on the measured data, since
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the growth rate and fractions of IIN are either not known or they have to be estimated
with some other methods that include uncertainties of their own. In this work, we have
used these analysis methods for data obtained from aerosol dynamic simulations with
a known particle growth rate and fractions of IIN.

The main goal of this paper is to explore the conditions in which the particle diameter5

growth rate and the proportion of IIN can be reliably determined from the charged
fractions using the methods described by Gagné et al. (2012). Specifically, we aim
to address how big an effect do the following conditions have on the precision of the
methods used in this study: (1) charged particles growing more rapidly than neutral
ones, (2) particles growing by a diameter dependent rate, (3) coagulation processes10

having a significant effect in the evolution of particle size distribution and (4) negative
and positive small ions having different concentrations (asymmetry).

To begin with, we will shortly describe the data analysis methods used to estimate
the particle growth rate and the fraction of particles formed carrying a charge and the
theory they are based on. These methods will then be used on data obtained from a15

set of aerosol dynamics simulations. The precision of the methods will be assessed by
comparing the estimated values with the corresponding values obtained directly from
simulations.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Definitions used in this study20

In this study, we will use the asymmetric framework described by Gagné et al. (2012),
in which the concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions as well as
negatively and positively charged particles are allowed to be different. Furthermore,
the attachment coefficients of negatively and positively charged small ions to neutral
particles, as well as the recombination coefficients of small ions with oppositely charged25

particles, were allowed to have different values.
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Let us consider a system that consists of two aerosol particle modes: a narrow nucle-
ation mode and a mode of larger pre-existing particles. The fraction of negatively (pos-
itively) charged particles, f − (f +), is defined as the ratio of the concentration of neg-
atively (positively) charged nucleation mode particles to the total (charged+neutral)
nucleation mode particle concentration, f ± = N±/Ntot. If the particle number concentra-5

tion of both of the modes are sufficiently small, the coagulation processes are negligible
and the fraction of charged particles changes mainly due to ion-aerosol attachment.
Furthermore, in a case of non-growing nucleation mode, the fraction of charged par-
ticles approaches a steady state value, which is denoted as the equilibrium charged
fraction, f ±eq, in this study. With these assumptions, the equilibrium charged fraction can10

be estimated by (Gagné et al., 2012):

f ±eq

(
dp
)
≈

β± (dp
)
×N±

C

α∓ (dp
)
×N∓

C
+β± (dp

)
×N±

C
+β∓ (dp

) (N∓
C)2

N±
C

≈
β± (dp

)
×N±

C

α∓ (dp
)
×N∓

C

(1)

Here N−
C and N+

C are the concentrations of negatively- and positively-charged small
ions, respectively, αq is the recombination coefficient of a small ion carrying a charge
q with an oppositely charged particle, βq is the attachment coefficient of a small ion15

carrying a charge q to a neutral particle, and dp is the particle diameter.
The aerosol charging state, S±, is in turn defined as the ratio of fraction of charged

particles to the fraction of charged particles in the charge equilibrium (Kerminen et al.,
2007):

S± (dp
)
=

f ±
(
dp
)

f ±eq

(
dp
) . (2)20
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2.2 Methods to determine the growth rate and initial charged fraction

Here we will describe two methods that can be used to determine the particle diameter
growth rate and the charged fraction at the size of particle formation. Both of these
methods are based on the behaviour of the fraction of charged particles as a function
of diameter.5

2.2.1 The fitting method

The aerosol charging state, S±(dp), has the following dependence on the particle di-
ameter (Kerminen et al., 2007; Gagné et al., 2012):

S± (dp
)
= 1− 1

K±dp
+

(
S±

0 −1
)
K±d0 +1

K±dp
e−K±(dp−d0), (3)

where10

K± =
αN∓

C

GR
. (4)

Here dp is the particle diameter, S±
0 is the negative or positive charging state at diam-

eter d0 and GR is the particle diameter growth rate. The recombination coefficient, α,
is assumed to be constant with the value of 1.6×10−6 cm3 s−1 (Nolan, 1941) used in
this study. Here it should be noted that the parameter K± related to the negative or15

positive charging state depends on the concentration of oppositely charged small ions
(K± ∝ N∓

C ).
Let us assume that we have data points (measured or simulated) of the charging

state for a certain range of particle diameter. Now, we can estimate the charging state,
S±

0 , at any size d0 by fitting Eq. (3) to the data points using S±
0 and K± as the fitting20

parameters. The fitting can be done separately for negative and positive polarities. By
setting d0 to be the size at which we assume that particle formation occurs, the fitting
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provides us an estimate on the initial charging state of the freshly formed particle popu-
lation. Furthermore, using Eqs. (1) and (2), we can estimate the initial charged fraction
f ±ini (f ±ini = f ±(d0)) from the initial charging state and using Eq. (4), we can estimate the
particle growth rate from the parameter K±. Here GR is assumed to be constant with
the particle diameter and the same for neutral and charged particles. In this paper, this5

procedure is called the fitting method.

2.2.2 The iteration method

The following equations describe the behaviour of positive and negative charged frac-
tions as a function of diameter (Gagné et al., 2012):(

df −

ddp

)
= GR−1

((
1− f − − f +

)
β−N−

C
−α+f −N+

C

)
(5)10

(
df +

ddp

)
= GR−1

((
1− f − − f +

)
β+N+

C
−α−f +N−

C

)
(6)

Here it should be noted that, contrary to the fitting method described above, the re-
combination coefficient, α±, between a small ion and an oppositely-charged particle is
assumed to depend on the particle diameter and also to be different for negative and
positive small ions.15

By choosing the value of GR and the values of the charged fractions, f −0 and f +0 , at the
chosen diameter d0, we can calculate the charged fractions as a function of diameter
by simultaneously solving Eqs. (5) and (6). Now, let us assume that we have data points
(measured or simulated) of the charged fraction in a certain range of particle diameter.
By iteratively changing the values of GR, f −0 and f +0 when solving Eqs. (5) and (6),20

we can search for the best correspondence between the calculated values of charging
state and the data points. By setting d0 to be the size at which we assume that the
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particle formation occurs, we get an estimate on GR and the initial charged fraction
of the freshly-formed particle population, f ±ini. Here GR is assumed to be constant with
the particle diameter and the same for neutral and charged particles. In this study, this
procedure is called the iteration method.

If we are only interested in GR, but not in f ±ini, we can set d0 to be the smallest5

diameter for which we have the data on the charged fractions when solving Eqs. (5)
and (6). In this case we do not need to extrapolate the charged fraction to smaller sizes,
which could affect the determined value of GR.

2.2.3 Advantages over previous methods

In the determination of the growth rate, the two methods described above have two10

advantages over previous methods that are based on following the centre of the nucle-
ation mode (Lehtinen et al., 2003; Dal Maso et al., 2005; Hirsikko et al., 2005). Firstly,
these methods are not restricted to any specific shape of the particle number size
distribution. Secondly, these methods can, in principle, be used on charged fractions
observed at any moment of time instead of needing a time series of observations. This15

has two advantages: (1) the growth rate can be determined as a function of time, as
was done by Iida et al. (2008), and (2) the requirements for homogeneity of the mea-
sured air masses are not as strict as in the case of following the mode over a longer
time period. When following the centre of a mode, it is assumed that the conditions
in the air masses measured over a time period have been similar. Now, when analyz-20

ing data of a single moment of time, we only have to assume that the conditions in
the measured air parcel have not varied too much, but similarity between consecutive
moments of time is not needed.
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3 Simulations and data analysis

3.1 The model

In this study, we used the aerosol dynamical box model Ion-UHMA (University of
Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model for neutral and charged particles) which sim-
ulates the dynamical processes governing the time evolution of an aerosol particle5

size distribution (Leppä et al., 2009). The model divides aerosol particles into a user-
specified number of size sections and three charge classes: electrically neutral and
negatively or positively charged particles. All the charged particles are assumed to be
singly charged. Besides particles, there are pools of negative and positive small ions
(diameter<1.8 nm) in the model. The main processes simulated in Ion-UHMA are con-10

densation of vapours onto particle surfaces, coagulation of particles and attachment of
small ions to particles.

In this study, we did not simulate the condensation process, but the condensational
growth rate of particle diameter was used as an input in the model. The growth scenar-
ios used in the simulations will be described in more detail in Sects. 3.2.1–3.2.5. Also,15

the actual nucleation process was not simulated in the model, but the formation rate of
particles was used as an input in the model. With this approach, we were not restricted
to any nucleation theory or mechanism.

3.2 Simulation setup and parameters

A series of simulations was conducted with the following parameters varied: the new20

particle formation rate, particle diameter growth rate, fractions of particles formed car-
rying a negative or positive charge, and number concentration of larger pre-existing
particles (Table 1).

In each simulation, the simulated particle diameter range was from 1.8 to 20 nm
which was covered by 79 size sections spread evenly on a logarithmic scale. Addition-25

ally, the pre-existing population of larger particles was modelled by a single size section
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of 150 nm particles. The concentration of 150 nm particles was chosen to give the de-
sired value of condensation sink (CS) that was kept constant during the simulation. In
all simulations, the concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions were
600 and 800 cm−3, respectively. The values of small ion concentrations were chosen to
be similar to those observed in various measurements (Hirsikko et al., 2011). The du-5

ration of new particle formation was 4 h and the particles were assumed to be formed
at d0 = 1.8 nm. The new particle formation rate followed a sinusoidal pattern with the
mean total formation rate presented in Table 1.

The values of condensation sink in the simulations varied from 0 to 1×10−2 s−1,
which covers most of the observed values of condensation sink during new particle10

formation events in continental background areas (Birmili et al., 2003; Held et al.,
2004; Dal Maso et al., 2007). The formation rate of particles varied from 0.0001 to
10 cm−3 s−1. The smallest value of formation rate used in the simulations would not
be high enough to produce a new particle formation event observable with the current
instrumentations. However, there is no such restriction for the model, and with such a15

small formation rate we can be sure that the amount of self-coagulation occurring in
the simulation is negligible. New particle formation rates higher than the biggest value
used in the simulations has been observed in the measurements (e.g. Mönkkönen et
al., 2005; Iida et al., 2008), but in such conditions, the coagulation processes are not
taken into account sufficiently well in the analysis methods used in this study.20

The six combinations of fractions of IIN were chosen to include the extreme cases
of purely neutral and purely ion-induced nucleation and a few cases around the values
observed in field measurements (Laakso et al., 2007a; Manninen et al., 2010). The
possible sign preference in IIN was also included as the fractions of particles formed
carrying a negative and positive charge were not the same in all combinations.25

Each combination of the input parameters was simulated with five different growth
rate setups. The setups are described below and summarized in Table 2.
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3.2.1 Growth rate scenario 1

In the first set up, the growth rate was constant as a function of the diameter and the
same for neutral and charged particles, GR0 and GR±, respectively. The value of the
growth rate was given as an input in the model, i.e. GR0 =GR± =GRinput. This setup is
later denoted as growth rate scenario 1 (Fig. 1).5

3.2.2 Growth rate scenario 2

In the second set up, GR0 was constant as a function of the diameter, but GR± was
multiplied by the diameter dependent enhancement factor, ξLK, (Lushnikov and Kulmala
2004):

ξLK
(
dp
)
= 1+

1
4πε0

4e2r

kT
(
dp
)2 , (7)10

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85×10−12 F m−1), e is the elementary charge
(1.60×10−19 C), dp is the particle diameter in meters, k is the Boltzmann constant

(1.38×10−23 J K−1) and T is the temperature in Kelvin. A polar molecule can be for-
mally described as a compound having a negative and positive charge set apart by a
fixed distance. This distance (in meters) is denoted by r in Eq. (7), with a value cor-15

responding to sulphuric acid molecule used in this study. The value of the growth rate
used as input in the model describes the growth rate of neutral particles, GR0 =GRinput,
and the growth rate of charged particles is given by GR± = ξLK×GRinput. ξLK(dp) is de-
picted in Fig. 1 (right panel) and this setup is later denoted as growth rate scenario 2.
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3.2.3 Growth rate scenario 3

The third set up is the same as the second, except that the enhancement factor is given
by (Nadykto and Yu, 2003)

ξNY
(
dp
)
= 1+

(
2lSAE

(
ez +e−z

ez −e−z − 1
z

)
+aSAε0E

2
)
/ (3kT ) , (8)

where5

z =
lSAE

kT
(9)

and

E =
(

1
εg

− 1
εp

)
×

 qe

4πε0
(
rSA +0.5dp

)2
 . (10)

Here lSA is the dipole moment of sulphuric acid (9.47×10−30 C m), aSA is the polariz-
ability of sulphuric acid (6.2×10−30 m3), εg is the relative permittivity of vapour (∼1.0010

for air), εp is the relative permittivity of the particle (∼100 for bulk sulphuric acid at tem-
perature of 298 K) and q is the number of charges in the particle. ξNY(dp) is depicted
in Fig. 1 (right panel) and this setup is later denoted as growth rate scenario 3.

3.2.4 Growth rate scenario 4

In the fourth setup, the growth rate of neutral and charged particles was the same and15

the growth rate increased as a function of the diameter according to

GR0 = GR± = tanh
(
0.2dp

)
×GRinput (11)

where dp is given in nanometres. The diameter dependence of the growth rate pre-
sented in Eq. (11) is arbitrarily chosen, but it is similar to the diameter dependence
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observed in field measurements (Hirsikko et al., 2005; Yli-Juuti et al., 2011; Kuang et
al., 2012). Growth rates with this setup for GRinput =3 nm h−1 are depicted in Fig. 1 (left
panel) and this setup is later denoted as growth rate scenario 4.

3.2.5 Growth rate scenario 5

In the fifth setup, the growth rate of neutral and charged particles was the same and5

the growth rate decreased as a function of diameter according to

GR0 = GR± =
(
2− tanh

(
0.2dp

))
×GRinput (12)

where dp is given in nanometres. The diameter dependence of the growth rate pre-
sented in Eq. (12) is arbitrarily chosen, but it is similar to the diameter dependence of
the theoretical condensational growth rate by sulphuric acid (Nieminen et al., 2010).10

Growth rates with this setup for GRinput =3 nm h−1 are depicted in Fig. 1 (left panel)
and this setup is later denoted as growth rate scenario 5.

3.3 Analysis of the simulated data

The model provided the charging states, S±, and the charged fractions, f ±, both as
a function of time and diameter. In order to simplify the analysis, we used only one15

value of S± and f ± at each diameter, instead of allowing it to vary in time. For each
size section, the values of S± and f ± used in the analysis were taken at the moment
of highest particle concentration at that size section, i.e. the values of S± and f ± were
taken along the trajectory of the centre of the mode. Furthermore, instead of using
the whole resolution of the model, we interpolated the values of S± and f ± to a more20

coarse resolution (2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 3.9, 5.1, 6.7, 8.8 and 11.5 nm), which was chosen
to match the resolution of Ion-DMPS system as described by Gagné et al. (2012).
These simulated data points were then used to determine the growth rate and initial
fraction of charged particles in a similar way as measured data points were used by
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Gagné et al. (2012). This was done in order to provide results that are relevant from
the atmospheric measurements point of view.

When analyzing the growth rate and initial charged fractions, we used the following
two diameter ranges: from 2.2 to 11.5 nm (2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 3.9, 5.1, 6.7, 8.8 and 11.5 nm)
and from 3.0 to 11.5 nm (3.0, 3.9, 5.1, 6.7, 8.8 and 11.5 nm), which will be denoted as5

diameter range 1 (DR 1) and 2 (DR 2), respectively. This was done to provide results
that are useful from the point of view of field measurements, in which observations
below 3 nm are not always available (e.g. Laakso et al., 2007a).

The condensational growth rate in the simulation, GRsim, was ambiguous, since in
the growth rate scenarios 2 and 3 charged particles grew more rapidly than the neutral10

ones, and also because in the scenarios 4 and 5 all the particles grew with a diameter-
dependent rate. Furthermore, the division of the particles into the size sections in the
model resulted in a small error in the condensational growth rate of the particles in all of
the simulations (Leppä et al., 2011). When estimating the condensational growth rate
from a simulation, the growth rates of neutral and charged particles were weighted with15

the fractions of neutral and charged particles, respectively, and the effect of numerical
error was estimated according to equations presented by Leppä et al. (2011). The
diameter dependence of the growth rate was taken into account by calculating the
average growth rate of the particles during their growth from 2.2 or 3.0 to 11.5 nm in
diameter. As a result, we obtained two values of the growth rate for every simulation:20

one to be compared to the estimated growth rates obtained using data points in DR 1
and the other to be compared to the estimated growth rates obtained using DR 2.

An estimate of the particle diameter growth rate was determined in 12 different ways
from every simulation. Eight of them were obtained using the iteration method, with all
combinations of the following three options used: (1) either DR 1 or DR 2 was used; (2)25

the small ion concentrations were either 600 and 800 cm−3 for negative and positive
ions, respectively, or both concentrations were assumed to be 700 cm−3; (3) when solv-
ing Eqs. (5) and (6), the starting diameter was either 1.8 nm or the smallest diameter
of the data points (2.2 or 3.0 nm). In this study, the small ion concentrations of 600 and
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800 cm−3 for negative and positive ions, respectively, will be denoted as asymmetric
small ion concentrations and the concentrations of 700 cm−3 for both polarities will be
denoted as symmetric small ion concentrations. Four estimates of the growth rate were
obtained using the fitting method with separate growth rates obtained from the fits to
negative and positive charging states and with either DR 1 or DR 2 used for the fittings.5

4 Results

4.1 Charged fraction, formation rate and ion-induced nucleation

The simulated fraction of charged particles at 1.8 nm was not the same as the fraction
of particles formed carrying a charge (IIN±). The formation of the particles was a source
term of the particles at 1.8 nm, but the charged fraction depends on the concentrations10

of the neutral and charged particles, for which the sink terms had to be taken into
account. In this study, the initial fractions of charged particles determined with the fitting
and the iteration methods were compared with the simulated values of the charged
fraction at the 1.8 nm in diameter.

In the simulations, the removal rates of charged particles due to self-coagulation and15

coagulation scavenging were larger than the corresponding removal rates of neutral
particles, so the charged fractions were smaller than the corresponding fractions of
IIN± (Fig. 2). If the concentrations of nucleation-mode and pre-existing particles were
small, the coagulation processes were negligible and, thus, the ratio of the f ±ini to the
corresponding fraction of IIN± was close to unity, provided that the charged particles20

grew by the same rate as the neutral ones. However, if the coagulation processes were
significant, the ratio of the f ±ini to the fraction of IIN± was as low as ∼0.5, which means
that estimating the fraction of IIN± from the initial charged fraction could lead to an
underestimation of IIN± by up to a factor of 2.

Furthermore, if charged particles grew more rapidly than neutral ones, the ratio of25

f ±ini to the fraction of IIN± was ∼0.4-0.7 and < 0.05 for simulations with moderate (GR
21882
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scenario 3) and large (GR scenario 2) growth enhancement, respectively, unless all
particles were formed carrying a charge. This was due to the higher removal rate of
charged than neutral 1.8-nm particles, which resulted from the growth rate of charged
particles being higher than that of neutral ones. The role of the enhanced growth of
charged particles in relation to IIN± and the particle size distribution can be demon-5

strated by writing the flux of particles through diameter d0, i.e. the apparent formation
rate at d0, as Jq (d0)=GRq (d0)×nq (d0), where q is the charge of the particle and nq

is the particle size distribution (nq =dNq/ddp). Now, the IIN± can be written as

IIN±=
J±

0

J tot
0

=
GR±

0n
±
0

GR0
0n

0
0 +GR±

0n
−
0 +GR±

0n
+
0

=
ξn±

0

n0
0 + ξ

(
n−

0 +n+
0

) (13)

where ξ is the enhancement factor (GR± = ξ×GR0) and 0 in the lower index denotes10

that the value is taken at the size d0. If all particles were formed carrying a charge, then
all particles grew by this increased rate, in which case there was no difference in the
removal rate of charged and neutral particles. Thus, the ratio of f ±ini to the corresponding
fraction of IIN± was close to unity.

It should be noted that the values shown in Fig. 2 correspond to the simulations with15

the formation size of 1.8 nm in diameter. The removal processes causing the difference
between f ±ini and the corresponding fraction of IIN± are diameter dependent and, thus,
the results would be different for different formation sizes. Examples of such differences
will be given in Sect. 4.2.2.

4.2 An example case20

The time evolution of the particle size distribution for an example simulation is depicted
in Fig. 3. In this simulation, the new particle formation rate, particle diameter growth
rate and concentration of larger pre-existing particles used as input in the model were
1 cm−3 s−1, 3 nm h−1 and 960 cm−3, respectively. The growth rate scenario 3 was used
in this simulation and the fractions of particles formed carrying negative and positive25
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charge were 10 and 0.5 %, respectively. By looking at the value of the particle number
size distribution at the centre of the nucleation mode, we see that the total concentration
decreased with an increasing particle diameter, which is due to coagulation losses. The
concentration of positive particles increased with increasing diameter because of the
higher charging probability. The concentration of negative particles first decreased and5

then started to increase with an increasing diameter. This resulted from the big fraction
of particles formed carrying a negative charge, which was bigger than the fraction of
negatively charged particles in the charge equilibrium.

The negative and positive charging states, S− and S+, changed as a function of time
and diameter (Fig. 4). Both negative and positive charging states were the highest at10

the very beginning of the new particle formation event. In this case, the high values of S
at the beginning were due to a higher growth rate of charged particles (GR scenario 3),
as fewer neutral than charged particles had had time to grow to larger sizes. The strong
time dependence of S disappeared gradually, making S to be mainly dependent on the
particle diameter.15

The negatively charged fraction at 1.8 nm estimated using the iteration method de-
creased to less than half when the diameter range 1 was used instead of the diameter
range 2 (Fig. 4). A similar decrease in the negative charging state at 1.8 nm estimated
using the fitting method was also observed.

The fitting method assumed that the change rates of the charged fractions are dom-20

inated by the ion-aerosol attachment and intramodal recombination, whereas the iter-
ation method assumed that the change rates are dominated only by ion-aerosol at-
tachment. The fractions of change rates of the negative and positive charged fractions
taken into account in the fitting (iteration) method, Ffit (Fiter), were ∼0.87 (∼0.86) and
∼0.90 (∼0.84), respectively, which means that the dominating processes were taken25

into account by these methods. The difference in the values of Ffit and Fiter was big-
ger for values determined from positive than negative polarity, which means that the
intramodal recombination was relatively more important process changing the fraction
of positive than negative particles. The procedure that has been used to estimate the
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fractions of change rates of charged fractions taken into account in the iteration and
the fitting methods is described in detail in Appendix A.

4.2.1 Particle growth rates in the example case

The 12 estimates of the growth rate determined using the iteration and fitting methods
(see Sect. 3.3.1) were compared with the simulated condensational growth rate, GRsim.5

In our example case, the values of GRsim averaged over DR 1 and DR 2 were 2.92 and
2.93 nm h−1, respectively (Table 3), while the value of growth rate used as input in the
model, GRinput, was 3.0 nm h−1. The values of GRsim were smaller than the value of
GRinput due to numerical errors caused by the division of particles to the fixed sections
in the model. This difference was partly compensated by the enhanced condensation10

onto charged particles.
The values of GRiter are shown in Table 3. The starting diameter used when solving

Eqs. (5) and (6) had very little effect on the GRiter in this case, and whether we used
the asymmetric or symmetric small ion concentrations had a considerable effect on
the GRiter. However, whether we used DR 1 or DR 2 also had a considerable effect15

on the GRiter. This was due to the combination of a considerable proportion of IIN
(10 % and 0.5 % for negative and positive particles, respectively), and due to that the
charged particles grew more rapidly than the neutral ones (GR scenario 3). For the
same reason, there was a difference in the results between DR 1 and DR 2, as the
growth enhancement of the charged particles was diameter dependent.20

The values of GR−
fit (GR+

fit) were larger (smaller) than the corresponding values of
GRsim, especially for GR−

fit when DR 1 was used (Table 3). The reason for this was
that charged particles grew more rapidly than neutral ones in the simulation (GR sce-
nario 3), but this was not taken into account in the fitting method. The enhanced growth
of charged particles resulted in smaller values of the charging state, especially in the25

small sizes, in which the enhancement was the biggest. Since DR 1 covers smaller
sizes than DR 2, the enhanced growth of charged particles had more effect on the
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growth rate determined with the fitting method when DR 1 was used instead of DR 2
and this effect was bigger for GR−

fit than for GR+
fit because of the higher negative than

positive charging state.
The value of GR−

fit was ∼74 % (∼16 %) larger than the value of GR+
fit, if the data from

DR 1 (DR 2) was used in the fitting method (Table 3). The big difference between the5

GR−
fit and the GR+

fit when DR 1 was used was due to enhanced growth rate of charged
particles (GR scenario 3) in the simulation, which was not taken into account in the
fitting method.

4.2.2 The initial charged fractions in the example case

In our example simulation, the fractions of negative and positive IIN were 10 and 0.5 %,10

respectively, whereas the values of f −ini,sim and f +ini,sim were ∼4.7 and ∼0.25 %, respec-
tively (Table 3). The observed difference of a factor of two between the input fraction
of IIN and the simulated value of initial charged fraction was a very typical result for a
simulation using the growth rate scenario 3. However, if the formation size of the par-
ticles had been 1.5 (1.2) nm instead of 1.8 nm, the values of f −ini,sim and f +ini,sim would15

have been ∼3.6 (∼0.18) and ∼2.4 % (∼0.12 %), respectively. In other words, the dif-
ference of a factor of almost three or slightly above four between the input fraction of
IIN and the simulated value of initial charged fraction would have been observed, if the
particles had been formed at 1.5 or 1.2 nm in diameter, respectively. This means that
the formation size affects the difference between the simulated initial charged fraction20

and the fraction of IIN used as input in the model.
The values of f −ini,fit and f +ini,fit, were 6.6 and 0.29 %, respectively, when DR 1 was

used; and 11 and 0.40 %, respectively, when DR 2 was used (Table 3). Since the values
of f −ini,sim and f +ini,sim were 4.7 and 0.25 %, respectively, the fitting method was able to
approximately reproduce the simulated value, when DR 1 was used, but overestimated25

the initial charged fraction, if DR 2 was used.
The values of f −ini,iter and f +ini,iter, were 7.9 (7.4) and 0.61 % (0.82 %), respectively,

when DR 1 and the asymmetric (symmetric) small ion concentrations were used and
21886
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18 (7.8) and 1.1 % (2.8 %), respectively, when DR 2 and asymmetric (symmetric) small
ion concentrations were used (Table 3). Since the values of f −ini,sim and f +ini,sim were 4.7
and 0.25 %, respectively, the iteration method overestimated both the negative and the
positive initial charged fraction. However, this overestimation was smaller when DR 1
was used instead of DR 2, especially when asymmetric small ion concentrations were5

used.

4.3 Determination of the growth rate

The analysis described in Sect. 3.3 was conducted for every simulation in the simula-
tion set described in Sect. 3.2. Here we will present the results of the comparison of
the determined and the simulated growth rates for the whole simulation set.10

4.3.1 The growth rate determined with the iteration method

The growth rates estimated using the iteration method with asymmetric small ion con-
centrations, GRiter,asy, using data points in DR 2 and by solving Eqs. (5) and (6) starting
from the size 1.8 nm are shown in Fig. 5. The iteration method used here assumes that
the changes in the fraction of charged particles are dominated by the ion-aerosol at-15

tachment, which is not the case in all the simulations. In the cases where the changes
were dominated by ion-aerosol attachment, the correspondence between GRiter,asy and
GRsim was good, except in the simulations with the growth rate scenario 2. In that sce-
nario charged particles grew much more rapidly than neutral ones, but in the iteration
method it is assumed that all the particles grow by the same rate regardless of their20

charge. In the simulations with other growth rate scenarios, GRiter,asy tended to be
larger than GRsim, especially if GRsim was small, but in a majority of cases, the differ-
ence between GRiter,asy and GRsim was small.

The results presented above were obtained by using the iteration method with asym-
metric small ion concentrations with the data points taken from DR 2 and by solving25

Eqs. (5) and (6) starting from the size 1.8 nm. We also determined the growth rate
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by using the iteration method with symmetric small ion concentrations, by using data
points from diameter range 1 and by solving Eqs. (5) and (6) starting from the smallest
size of the diameter range of the data points (2.2 or 3.0 nm). We found that GRiter was
not very sensitive to the used diameter range nor to the starting diameter used when
solving Eqs. (5) and (6). However, whether we used the asymmetric or symmetric small5

ion concentrations did have a significant effect on GRiter, especially if GRsim was small
(Fig. 5). When GRsim was small, the charged fractions approached the charge equilib-
rium rapidly, regardless of the initial charged fraction. The equilibrium charged fractions
depend on small ion concentrations, which were asymmetric in the simulation, but as-
sumed to be either asymmetric or symmetric when using the iteration method. Now,10

when using symmetric small ion concentrations in the iteration method, the equilibrium
charged fractions assumed in the iteration were different to those in the simulation. In
such cases, the method overestimated the growth rate in order to reduce the discrep-
ancy between the simulated charged fractions and those obtained by solving Eqs. (5)
and (6).15

4.3.2 The growth rate determined with the fitting method

The growth rates obtained using the fitting method on the negative charging state,
GR−

fit, are shown in Fig. 6. The fitting method assumed that the changes in the charged
fraction were dominated by ion-aerosol attachment and the recombination within the
nucleation mode, which was a good assumption for the vast majority of the simula-20

tions. However, the correspondence between GRsim and GR−
fit was bad for the simula-

tions with growth rate scenario 2, when DR 2 was used. Also, there were more cases
with GR−

fit overestimating GRsim than underestimating it, especially if GRsim was small.
Overall, the correspondence between GR−

fit and GRsim for growth rate scenarios other
than 2 was moderate, when DR 2 was used.25

If DR 1 was used, however, the correspondence between GR−
fit and GRsim was poor,

especially for the simulations with growth rate scenario 2, and the correspondence
behaved differently for the simulations using different growth rate scenarios (Fig. 6).
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The difference in the results obtained using either DR 1 or DR 2 was most evident in
the case of growth rate scenario 4, for which the under estimation of the GRsim was
much more frequent when DR 1 was used instead of DR 2. Only results for the fits to
negative charging states are given here, but the corresponding results for the fits to
positive charging states were very similar.5

The reason for the worse correspondence between GR−
fit and GRsim when DR 1 was

used instead of DR 2 was that some of the assumptions made in the fitting method were
less appropriate for that range. Firstly, in the fitting method it was assumed that all the
particles grew by the same rate regardless of their size or the charge they carried.
This should not, however, be enough to explain the difference between the results10

related to the two size ranges, since the same assumptions were made in the iteration
method, for which there was very little difference between the results related to the
different diameter ranges. Secondly, in the fitting method, the ion-aerosol attachment
coefficient was assumed to increase linearly as a function of particle diameter and the
recombination coefficient between a small ion or charged particle with an oppositely15

charged particle was assumed to be constant as a function of diameter (Kerminen et
al., 2007). Neither of these two assumptions held exactly in the simulations. These
assumptions were good for a very narrow diameter range, but they got worse as the
diameter range got wider.

4.4 Determination of the initial charged fraction20

The initial charged fractions determined with the fitting and iteration methods (f ±ini,fit and

f ±ini,iter, respectively) were compared to the simulated initial fractions, f ±ini,sim. The results

were divided into the following three categories: (1) both f ±ini,sim and f ±ini,fit or f ±ini,iter < 1 %;

(2) f ±ini,sim < 1 %, but f ±ini,fit or f ±ini,iter > 1 % ; (3) f ±ini,sim > 1 %. The limit value of 1 % used to
define the aforementioned categories was arbitrarily chosen to be a limit below which25

the fraction of charged particles was considered to be small. The conclusions of this
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study would not change, if another value reasonably close to 1 % was chosen for this
limit.

It then followed that the results in category 1 were considered to be good results,
regardless of the occasionally high relative difference in the f ±ini,sim and f ±ini,fit or f ±ini,iter,
since both of them were small. The results in category 2 were undesirable, since in5

those cases the simulated value was small, but the value obtained from the fitting or
iteration method would indicate a considerable fraction of charged particles. Finally, the
results in category 3 were most suitable for assessing how well the fitting or iteration
method had been able to determine f ±ini,sim, and therefore the correspondence between

f ±ini,sim and f ±ini,fit or f ±ini,iter for results in category 3 was studied in more detail.10

4.4.1 The initial charged fraction determined with the iteration method

The initial negative charged fractions determined with the iteration method with asym-
metric small ion concentrations, f −ini,iter, as a function of corresponding charged fractions

from the simulations, f −ini,sim, are shown in Fig. 7. Regardless of whether the data points
were from DR 1 or DR 2, there were results in all three categories. The vast majority of15

the results in the undesired category 2 were from the simulations in which GRinput was

1 nm h−1 and/or growth rate scenario 2 was used.
Let us now have a more detailed look at the results belonging to the category 3. If

the data points were taken from DR 2, the correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim
for results in category 3 was poor (Fig. 7). The iteration method tended to overestimate20

f −ini,sim, if charged particles grew more rapidly than neutral ones (GR scenarios 2 and
3) and underestimate it otherwise. However, if the data points were taken from DR 1,
the correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim for the results in category 3 was good,

except for the over- and underestimation of f −ini,sim in the simulations in which growth
rate scenario 2 and 4, respectively, were used.25

In the iteration method used in this study, it was assumed that the changes in the
charged fraction were dominated by ion-aerosol attachment. However, this was not
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the case in many of the simulations. By excluding the simulations, in which less than
∼85 % of the changes in the charged fractions were due to ion-aerosol attachment, the
correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim became much better than with all simula-

tions included. Furthermore, the correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim was better
in simulations with a high GRinput, low formation rate and low condensation sink than5

in the simulations with a small GRinput, high formation rate and high condensation sink.
This was because the higher the growth rate is and the smaller the change rate of the
charged fraction is, the longer the particle population bears memory of the initial charg-
ing state (Kerminen et al., 2007). In the simulations in which GRinput was 1 nm h−1, the
correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim was much worse than in the simulation with10

higher values of GRinput, as the information of the initial charged fraction was minimal
at the diameter range of the data points. The results for f +ini,iter were very similar to the
corresponding results for f −ini,iter.

If the symmetric small ion concentrations were used when determining f −ini,iter, the

correspondence between f −ini,iter and f −ini,sim was worse than in the case of asymmetric15

small ion concentrations being used, especially when the data were taken from DR 2.
The reason for this was that when assuming the symmetric small ion concentrations,
the concentration of negative small ions was overestimated and the concentration of
positive ions was underestimated. Thus, the negative charging of neutral particles was
overestimated and the neutralization of negative particles was underestimated. Con-20

sequently, the initial negative charged fraction changed less rapidly than in the case of
asymmetric small ion concentrations being assumed. For this reason, if the initial neg-
ative charged fraction in the simulation was overcharged, then a smaller initial negative
charged fraction was needed in the iteration method to match the simulated values,
which resulted in an underestimation of the initial negative charged fraction. If the data25

were taken from DR 1, the differences between the values of negative initial charged
fractions iterated with asymmetric and symmetric small ion concentrations were smaller
than in the case of DR 2. For f +ini,iter, the situation was the opposite, because the initial
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positive charged fraction changed more rapidly, if the symmetric small ion concentra-
tions were assumed in the iteration method. As a result, if f +ini,sim was over charged, then
a higher value of f +ini,iter was obtained with the iteration method when using symmetric
small ion concentrations instead of asymmetric ones.

4.4.2 The initial charged fraction determined with the fitting method5

The initial negative charged fractions from the fitting method, f −ini,fit, as a function of

simulated initial negative charged fractions, f −ini,sim, are shown in Fig. 8. Regardless
of whether the data points were from DR 1 or DR 2, there were results in all three
categories. However, all the points in the undesired category 2 were from simulations
in which GRinput was the smallest (1 nm h−1) and/or growth rate scenario 2 was used.10

Let us again have a more detailed look at the results belonging to the category 3.
When the data points were from DR 2, the correspondence between f −ini,sim and f −ini,fit

for the results in category 3 was poor (Fig. 8). The correspondence between f −ini,sim

and f −ini,fit varied between the simulations with different growth rate scenarios, with f −ini,fit

typically over estimating f −ini,sim when charged particles grew more rapidly than neutral15

ones (GR scenarios 2 and 3), and under estimating f −ini,sim otherwise.

If the data points were from DR 1, the correspondence between f −ini,sim and f −ini,fit for
results in category 3 was much better than in the case of DR 2. Nevertheless, the val-
ues of f −ini,fit were considerably bigger than the values of f −ini,sim for the simulations with
growth rate scenario 3 and considerably smaller with growth rate scenario 4. Further-20

more, in one third of the simulations with growth rate scenario 2, f −ini,fit overestimated

f −ini,sim by at least a factor of 5. The results shown in Fig. 8 are only for f −ini,fit, but the

corresponding results for f +ini,fit were very similar.
If we now look at the results in category 3 shown in Fig. 8, there is a lot of variation

in the values of f −ini,fit regardless of the values of f −ini,sim, especially when using DR 2.25

This variation cannot be explained by whether or not the fitting method has taken into
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account the processes dominating the changes in the charged fraction (denoted by
the colour of the points). We found out that varying the growth rate, the new particle
formation rate or the condensation sink all led to variation in f −ini,fit. A high growth rate,
low formation rate and low condensation sink were all required to significantly decrease
the variation in f −ini,fit observed in Fig. 8. Furthermore, the correspondence between f −ini,fit5

and f −ini,sim was especially poor when GRinput was 1 nm h−1, since in those cases the
information of the initial charged fraction was minimal in the diameter range of the data
points.

4.5 Implications to analysis of measurement data

4.5.1 Suitability of the methods on various measurement conditions10

In this study, we have analyzed simulated data covering a wide range of atmospheric
conditions with the fitting and the iteration methods. When assessing whether these
methods could be used to analyze data measured in specific conditions, there are two
things that need to be taken into account.

Firstly, the condensational growth rate of the particles has to be sufficiently big,15

preferable at least ∼3 nm h−1. If the growth rate is small, the information of the initial
charged fraction may have been lost before the particles reach the sizes covered by
the measurements (Kerminen et al., 2007). Furthermore, with small growth rates, the
measured charged fractions are close to their value in equilibrium. In such conditions,
any unexpected deviation of the measured charged fraction from the equilibrium value20

could cause misinterpretation of the growth rate. As a result, the methods are very sus-
ceptible to error sources, like inaccuracies in measurements, if the actual growth rate
is small. For this reason, the fitting and the iteration methods cannot be used to obtain
the growth rate that is used to justify the usage of these methods.

Secondly, the processes affecting the charged fraction taken into account in the25

methods described in this work are ion-aerosol attachment (fitting and iteration method)
and intramodal recombination (fitting method). If the concentration of nucleation mode
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particles and/or larger pre-existing particles is sufficiently large, then intramodal co-
agulation and/or coagulation scavenging have to be taken into account also. This is
typically the case in polluted environments.

We have selected a few measurement sites described in detail by Manninen et
al. (2010) and assessed whether or not the iteration and the fitting methods could5

be used on the data obtained at those sites (Table 4). The sites were chosen to repre-
sent different kinds of environments, but they do not represent tropospheric conditions
exhaustively. The assessment is based on typical values observed at the sites and
does not necessarily hold for every new particle formation event measured at the sites.
The assessment was made by estimating whether the methods took into account the10

processes dominating the changes in the charged fraction, represented by the value of
F ± (see Appendix A for details). The methods were assumed to be suitable as such if
the value of F ± was >0.8 and growth rate was > 3 nm h−1.

The values observed in the measurements that were used for assessing the suit-
ability of the methods for analyzing the data from different measurement sites are pre-15

sented in Table 4. The values of concentrations and growth rates are medians over the
new particle formation event days observed during the time period of the EUCAARI
campaign (Manninen et al., 2010), except for Hyytiälä, for which the time period from 1
March to 30 June 2007 was used. From each event day, only data from 09:00 to 15:00
was used, since the events occurred mostly during that time. The values of condensa-20

tion sink are according to Manninen et al. (2010).
The growth rates presented in Table 4 were determined by following the centre of the

nucleation mode (Lehtinen and Kulmala, 2003; Hirsikko et al., 2005) over a diameter
range from 3 to 7 nm. This method is only suitable for analyzing regional new particle
formation events. For this reason, the coastal events measured at Mace Head were25

omitted here. The growth rates during the coastal events can be several hundreds
of nm per hour (O’Dowd et al., 2002), but the growth conditions change rapidly during
the transition from the place of the actual particle formation to the measurement site.
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Whether the iteration and the fitting methods are suitable for analyzing the coastal
events or not is beyond the scope of this study.

The concentrations were obtained from measurements with the Neutral cluster and
Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS, Kulmala et al., 2007). The NAIS instrument can measure
the total particle concentration using negative or positive corona discharging of the5

particle sample and thus two estimates on the total concentration are obtained. The
value of total concentration presented in Table 4 for each site is the one based on
negative polarity, while the corresponding values based on positive polarity were very
similar. The values of the concentrations given in Table 4 represent the same days for
which the growth rates were determined. The number of such days for each of the sites10

is also given in Table 4.

4.5.2 Case study on the conditions similar to those observed at
the SMEAR II station

The values used as input in the simulations (Table 1) covered a wide range of atmo-
spheric conditions. Let us now focus on only a few of the simulations with the conditions15

closest to those observed at SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, southern Finland (Hari and
Kulmala, 2005), where the fitting method has previously been used (e.g. Laakso et
al., 2007a). The following values were chosen to represent the typical conditions at
Hyytiälä: GRinput = 3 nm h−1, J1.8 = 1 cm−3 s−1 and CS=1×10−3 s−1, where J1.8 is the
formation rate of 1.8 nm particles. The growth rate has been observed to increase as20

a function of diameter at Hyytiälä (Hirsikko et al., 2005; Yli-Juuti et al., 2011) and the
condensational growth of charged particles is likely to be at least moderately enhanced
compared to that of the neutral ones. For this reason, we considered here only simula-
tions with either GR scenario 3 (moderately enhanced growth of charged particles) or
GR scenario 4 (growth rate increased as a function of diameter). All of the six combi-25

nations of fractions of IIN used as input in the model were considered and so, the total
number of considered simulations was twelve.
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The values of IIN used as input in the model, initial charged fractions observed in
the simulations and the initial charged fractions determined with the iteration and fitting
methods are given in Table 5. In majority of these simulations both the iteration and the
fitting method took into account the processes dominating the changes in the charged
fraction, i.e. the value of F ± was close to unity (Table 5). The only notable exception5

was the iteration method in simulations with high fraction of IIN used as input in the
model, for which values of F ± < 0.65 were observed. In other cases, according to the
assessment procedure described in Sect. 4.5.1, the usability of the methods depended
on the growth rate, which will be looked into in more detail below.

For the simulations in which the fraction of IIN was >0.5 % and GR scenario 3 (sce-10

nario 4) was used, the initial charged fractions observed in the simulations were ap-
proximately 40 % (20 %) smaller than the corresponding fractions of IIN used as input
in the model (Table 5). Here, the initial charged fractions determined with the methods
will be compared with the values of IIN used as input in the model. This will be done
to provide results that are relevant from the point of view of the atmospheric measure-15

ments (Laakso et al., 2007a,b; Gagné et al., 2008, 2012).
If data points from DR 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) were used when analyzing the simulated

data, both of the methods were able to give reasonable estimates of the initial charged
fractions. If the fraction of IIN was 0.5 % or less, the initial charged fractions estimated
with the methods were typically below 1 %. Otherwise, regardless of whether the itera-20

tion or the fitting method was used, the ratio of the determined initial charged fraction
to the value of fraction of IIN was approximately 0.7, i.e. the methods underestimated
the fraction of IIN by approximately 30 %.

If the data points were from DR 2 (3.0–11.5 nm) and if GR scenario 3 was used in
the simulations, the ratios of the determined initial charged fraction and the value of25

fraction of IIN were ∼0.95 and ∼1.2 for the fitting and iteration methods, respectively.
In other words, the fitting method underestimated the fraction of IIN by only ∼5 % and
the iteration method overestimated it by ∼20 %. However, if GR scenario 4 was used
in the simulation, the methods were not able to trustfully determine the fraction of IIN.
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The reason for this was that the growth rate was too small for the particle population
to bear considerable amount of information of the initial charged fraction at 3 nm. The
average growth rates in simulations with GRinput =3 nm h−1 and using GR scenario 4

for diameter ranges <3 nm, 3–7 nm and 7–20 nm were 1.3, 2.2 and 2.9 nm h−1, respec-
tively (Fig. 1). The corresponding growth rates observed at Hyytiälä are 1.9, 3.8 and5

4.3 nm h−1, respectively (Yli-Juuti et al., 2011). In other words, the growth rates ob-
served in the measurements are on average ∼1.5 times higher than the corresponding
growth rates in these simulations. With the average growth rates observed at Hyytiälä,
the particle population still bears information of the initial charged fraction at the sizes
of DR 2.10

The ratio of the initial charged fraction to the fraction of IIN varied between 0.36 and
1.43, excluding the situations with small fraction of IIN (<0.5 %) or too small growth
rate. Thus, as a conservative estimate, the iteration and the fitting methods were able
to determine the fraction of IIN within a factor of 3 in the conditions that were chosen
to represent those observed at Hyytiälä. This estimate holds only for cases with the15

growth rate similar to or above the average value observed in the measurements, and
it does not include uncertainties related to measurements. It should be noted that other
methods have also been used to determine the fraction of IIN (Manninen et al., 2010),
but assessing the precision of those methods is beyond the scope of this paper.

5 Summary and conclusions20

The fraction of particles formed carrying an electric charge varies between different at-
mospheric conditions. Regardless of the initial fraction, the fraction of charged particles
approaches a value in the charge equilibrium as the particles grow to larger sizes. The
measurements of aerosol charging state and charged fraction can be used to estimate
the particle diameter growth rate and the initial fraction of charged particles, provided25

that the dynamic processes governing the change in the fraction of charged particles
are known sufficiently well.
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We conducted a set of aerosol dynamics simulations with varying conditions similar
to those observed in the atmosphere. We then estimated the particle growth rate and
the initial charged fractions from the simulated data using the iteration and the fitting
method that have previously been used on measured data. The estimated values were
compared with the corresponding simulated values and the methods were found to be5

able to give reasonable estimates with certain restrictions on the conditions.
We found that if charged particles grew much more rapidly than neutral ones (an

enhancement factor of ∼10 at a diameter of ∼2 nm), the methods were not able to
reasonably estimate either the growth rate or the initial charged fraction. If the growth
rate of charged particles was moderately enhanced compared to that of neutral ones10

(an enhancement of ∼2 at a diameter of ∼2 nm), or the growth rate of all particles was
diameter dependent, the correspondence between the simulated and the estimated
growth rate was typically as good as, or only slightly worse than, in the case of all
particles growing by the same rate regardless of their size or charge.

When the particle growth rate was small (<3 nm h−1), the methods were found to be15

very sensitive to processes that were not taken into account in the methods. We would
advice that neither the iteration nor the fitting method should be used for analysing the
aerosol charging state when the charged particles grow much more rapidly than neutral
ones and/or if the condensational growth rate is small (<3 nm h−1). Here it should be
noted that the values of growth rate obtained with the iteration or fitting methods them-20

selves cannot be used to justify the usage of the methods, since they do not provide
trustworthy estimates of the growth rate when the actual growth rate is very small.

We found that even a relatively small difference, or asymmetry, in the small ion
concentrations (600 and 800 cm−3, for negative and positive small ions, respectively)
should be taken into account in the iteration method. If the small ion concentrations25

were assumed to be the same in the analysis, a considerable overestimation of the
simulated growth rate was observed, especially if the simulated growth rate was small.

The data points of the charged fraction below 3 nm in diameter were found to improve
significantly the correspondence between the estimated and the simulated charged
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fraction at 1.8 nm. However, the correspondence between the estimated and the sim-
ulated growth rate worsened when data points below 3 nm were used, especially if
charged particles grew more rapidly than neutral ones.

The suitability of these methods for analysis of measurement data depends on the
conditions at the measurement site and should be checked individually for different5

conditions. We have provided a simple way of estimating whether the methods take
into account the processes dominating the changes in the charged fraction in particular
conditions and assessed the suitability of the methods in a few example cases. With a
high enough condensation sink and/or a high enough concentration of nucleation mode
particles, the coagulation processes have to be included in the methods. Inclusion10

of coagulation processes to the iteration method has already been done by Iida et
al. (2008) in the charge symmetric framework, but not in the asymmetric frame work
used in this study. The inclusion of the coagulation processes to the iteration method
in the asymmetric framework is beyond the scope of this study, but it could be done in
the future.15

Appendix A

Processes affecting the change rate of the charged fraction

Let us assume that we have a narrow nucleation mode, in which particles are either
neutral or singly charged. We approximate the nucleation mode using a monodisperse
distribution, in which case the balance equations can be written as:20

dN0

dt = α−N−
CN

+ +α+N+
CN

− −β−N−
CN

0 −β+N+
CN

0 −0.5k0,0

(
N0
)2

−k0,−N
0N− −k0,+N

0N+ +k−,+N
−N+ −CoagS0N

0 (A1a)
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dN−

dt
= −α+N+

C
N− +β−N−

C
N0 −0.5k−,−

(
N−)2 −k−,+N

−N+ −CoagS−N
− (A1b)

dN+

dt
= −α−N−

C
N+ +β+N+

C
N0 −0.5k+,+

(
N+)2 −k−,+N

−N+ −CoagS+N
+. (A1c)

Here N0, N− and N+ are the concentrations of neutral, negatively-charged and
positively-charged particles, respectively, N−

C and N+
C are the concentrations of neg-

atively and positively charged small ions, respectively, k0,0, k0,±, k±,± and k−,+ are5

the coagulation coefficients between two neutral particles, between a neutral and a
charged particle, between two similarly-charged particles and between two oppositely
charged particles, respectively. The CoagSq terms denote the scavenging rate of the
nucleation mode particles with the charge q (neutral, negatively- or positively-charged)
due to coagulation with larger pre-existing particles.10

The terms on the right hand side in Eqs. (A1a)–(A1c) can be divided into four cat-
egories: The terms from first to fourth in Eq. (A1a), as well as first and second terms
in Eqs. (A1b) and (A1c), are related to ion-aerosol attachment. The terms from fifth to
seventh in Eq. (A1a), as well as third terms in Eqs. (A1b) and (A1a), are related to self-
coagulation, excluding recombination within the mode. The eighth term in Eq. (A1a)15

and the fourth terms in Eqs. (A1b) and (A1c) are related to recombination within the
nucleation mode. The ninth term in Eq. (A1a) and the fifth terms in Eqs. (A1b) and
(A1c) are related to coagulation scavenging.

The charged fraction, f ± = N±/Ntot, changes in time as the particle concentrations
change:20

df −

dt
=

d
dt

(
N−

Ntot

)
=

1
Ntot

dN−

dt
− N−

N2
tot

(
dN−

dt
+
dN+

dt
+
dN0

dt

)
(A2a)
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df +

dt
=

d
dt

(
N+

Ntot

)
=

1
Ntot

dN+

dt
− N+

N2
tot

(
dN−

dt
+
dN+

dt
+
dN0

dt

)
, (A2b)

where Ntot is the total concentration of nucleation mode particles. By combining
Eqs. (A1) and (A2) we get expressions for the change rates of charged fractions.
Furthermore, we can write the change rate of the charged fraction separately for the
ion-aerosol attachment, recombination within the mode, self-coagulation (excluding re-5

combination within the mode) and coagulation scavenging, in which case we get(
df −

dt

)
IA
= β−N−

C

(
1− f − − f +

)
−α+N+

C
f − (A3a)

(
df +

dt

)
IA
= β+N+

C

(
1− f − − f +

)
−α−N−

C
f + (A3b)

(
df −

dt

)
REC

= −k−,+f
−N+ (1− f −

)
(A4a)

(
df +

dt

)
REC

= −k−,+f
+N− (1− f +

)
(A4b)10

(
df −

dt

)
SC

= 0.5k0,0Ntotf
− (1− f − − f +

)2 + f −
(
k0,−f

− +k0,+f
+)Ntot

(
1− f − − f +

)
(A5a)

(
df +

dt

)
SC

= 0.5k0,0Ntotf
+ (1− f − − f +

)2 + f +
(
k0,−f

− +k0,+f
+)Ntot

(
1− f − − f +

)
(A5b)
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(
df −

dt

)
CS

= −CoagS−f
− (1−f −)+CoagS+f

+f − +CoagS0f
− (1−f −−f +) (A6a)

(
df +

dt

)
CS

= −CoagS+f
+ (1−f +)+CoagS−f

+f − +CoagS0f
+ (1−f −−f +) (A6b)

Here IA, REC, SC and CS refer to ion-aerosol attachment, recombination within the
nucleation mode, self-coagulation within the nucleation mode (excluding recombina-
tion) and coagulation scavenging, respectively.5

In the form described by Gagné et al. (2012), the fitting method takes into account
the ion-aerosol attachment and recombination within the mode, whereas the iteration
method only takes into account the ion-aerosol attachment. Thus, the fraction of total
change rate of the charged fraction taken into account in these two methods, F ±

fit (dp)
and F ±

iter(dp) for fitting and iteration method, respectively, can be estimated as:10

F ±
fit

(
dp
)
=

∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
IA

(
dp
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
REC

(
dp
)∣∣∣∣∣(df ±

dt

)
IA

(
dp
)∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
REC

(
dp
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
CS

(
dp
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
SC

(
dp
)∣∣∣ (A7)

and

F ±
iter

(
dp
)
=

∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
IA

(
dp
)∣∣∣∣∣(df ±

dt

)
IA

(
dp
)∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
REC

(
dp
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
CS

(
dp
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
SC

(
dp
)∣∣∣ .(A8)

It should be noted that depending on the conditions, the terms related to ion-aerosol
attachment and coagulation scavenging can, at least in theory, be either negative or15

positive, whereas the terms related to intramodal recombination and self-coagulation
21902
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are always negative and positive, respectively. However, by taking the absolute value
of each of the terms, we limit the values of F ±

fit (dp) and F ±
iter(dp) to a range from 0

to 1, where values closer to unity mean that the method does take into account the
processes dominating the changes in the charged fraction.

The values of F ±
fit (dp) and F ±

iter(dp) depend on the particle diameter and Eqs. (A1a)–5

(A8) hold only for monodisperse distributions. However, in the simulations conducted
in this study, the simulated particle size range was from 1.8 to 20 nm and the con-
centrations of particles in different size sections varied in time. In order to simplify the
analysis, we calculated only one value of F ±

fit and F ±
iter for each simulation. These values

were calculated according to10

F ±
fit =

∑4
i=1

(∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
IA

(
dp,i
)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
REC

(
dp,i
)∣∣∣)×(df ±dt

)
tot

(
dp,i
)

∑4
i=1

(df ±
dt

)
tot

(
dp,i
) (A9)

and

F ±
iter =

∑4
i=1

∣∣∣(df ±dt

)
IA

(
dp,i
)∣∣∣×(df ±dt

)
tot

(
dp,i
)

∑4
i=1

(df ±
dt

)
tot

(
dp,i
) (A10)

where (df±/dt)tot is the total change rate of the charged fraction and dp,1, dp,2, dp,3 and
dp,4 are 2.2, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.9 nm, respectively. The values of terms on the right hand15

side of Eqs. (A9) and (A10) were calculated assuming that all the nucleation mode
particles had the diameter dp,i during the moment of time in which the centre of the
mode was at that size.

The fitting method was used only on the data of one polarity at the time and the value
of F ±

fit of corresponding polarity was used in the analysis. For the iteration method,20

which was used simultaneously on both polarities, the value of F −
iter was used.

When assessing the suitability of the fitting and the iteration methods for analyzing
the data collected at different measurement sites (see Sect. 4.5.1), the values of f ±(dp,i )
were estimated based on the nucleation mode concentrations:
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f ±
(
dp,i
)
=

N±

Ntot
(A11)

where N± and Ntot are the charged and total concentration, respectively, of 3–20 nm
particles. Also, the values of CoagSq were estimated from the values of CS by assum-
ing the same relation between CS and CoagSq that was observed in the simulations
conducted in this study.5
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Table 1. The values of parameters used as input in the model.

Parameter Values used as input in the model

Particle diameter growth rate (nm h−1) 1 ; 3 ; 6 ; 10
New particle formation rate (cm−3 s−1) 0.0001 ; 0.1 ; 1 ; 3 ; 10
Concentration of 150 nm particles (cm−3)
Corresponding condensation sink (s−1)

0 ;
0 ;

320 ;
1×10−3 ;

960 ;
3×10−3 ;

3200
1×10−2

Percentage of negative and positive ion-induced nucleation (%) 0 & 0 ; 5 & 5 ; 50 & 50 ; 3 & 0 ; 10 & 0.5 ; 40 & 10
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Table 2. Summary of the growth rate scenarios described in Sects. 3.2.1–3.2.5.

Scenario GR of neutral particles GR of charged particles

1 GR0(dp)=GRinput GR±(dp)=GRinput

2 GR0(dp)=GRinput GR±(dp)= ξLK×GRinput

3 GR0(dp)=GRinput GR±(dp)= ξNY×GRinput

4 GR0(dp)= tanh(0.2×dp)×GRinput GR±(dp)= tanh(0.2×dp)×GRinput

5 GR0(dp)= (2-tanh(0.2×dp))×GRinput GR±(dp)= (2-tanh(0.2×dp))×GRinput
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Table 3. The values related to the example simulation described in Sect. 4.2. The starting
diameter used when solving Eqs. (5) and (6) is denoted as dp,ini. DR 1 and DR 2 denote the
diameter ranges 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) and 2 (3–11.5 nm), respectively.

GR (nm h−1) IIN− / f −ini (%) IIN+ / f +ini (%)

Model input 3 10 0.5
Simulation, DR 1 (DR 2) 2.93 (2.92) 4.65 0.245
Fitting method on negative S, DR 1 4.48 6.59 –
Fitting method on negative S, DR 2 3.11 10.6 –
Fitting method on positive S, DR 1 2.57 – 0.287
Fitting method on positive S, DR 2 2.67 – 0.396
Iteration method with asymmetric small ions, DR 1, dp,ini =1.8 nm (dp,ini = 2.2 nm) 4.93 (4.93) 7.90 0.610
Iteration method with asymmetric small ions, DR 2, dp,ini =1.8 nm (dp,ini =3.0 nm) 3.38 (3.34) 17.7 1.12
Iteration method with symmetric small ions, DR 1, dp,ini =1.8 nm (dp,ini =2.2 nm) 4.48 (4.49) 7.45 0.818
Iteration method with symmetric small ions, DR 2, dp,ini =1.8 nm (dp,ini = 3.0 nm) 4.34 (4.35) 7.83 2.80
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Table 4. The values of growth rate (GR), condensation sink (CS), concentrations of small ions
(N±

C ) and concentrations of total (neutral + charged) and charged nucleation mode particles
(Ntot and N±) from five measurement sites. The values were used to assess whether or not
the iteration and the fitting method would be suitable for data analysis in these particular condi-
tions: A= suitable as such, B= coagulation processes need to be added to the method, C=not
suitable due to coagulation processes, D=not suitable due to too small growth rate. If the as-
sessment was different for the negative and positive polarity, both of them are presented in the
Table (negative/positive polarity).

Hyytiälä Pallas Melpitz Mace Head Jungfraujoch

# of events 24 6 29 6 9
GR (nm h−1) 3.0 5.6 5.7 2.7 7.2
CS (s−1) 1.4×10−3 6.3×10−4 8.4×10−3 6.4×10−4 5.9×10−4

N−
C (cm−3) 830 520 340 450 440

N+
C (cm−3) 710 620 290 480 940

Ntot (cm−3) 5300 2700 25 000 15 000 2700
N− (cm−3) 160 140 570 340 120
N+ (cm−3) 120 140 530 810 110

Fitting A A C D A
Iteration B / A A B D A
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Table 5. The values of initial charged fractions determined with the fitting and the iteration
methods for simulations with the values used as input in the model representing typical condi-
tions at Hyytiälä, Finland. In these simulations, the particle growth rate (GRinput), condensation

sink and new particle formation rates were 3 nm h−1, 1×10−3 s−1 and 1 s−1, respectively. All six
combinations of fractions of IIN were used as well as GR scenarios 3 (growth rate of charged
particles was moderately enhanced) and 4 (growth rate increased as a function of diameter).
DR 1 and DR 2 denote the diameter ranges 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) and 2 (3–11.5 nm), respectively.

Method f −ini (%) f +ini (%) IIN− (%) IIN+ (%) f −sim (%) f +sim (%) F − F + GR scen.

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0 0 0.02 0.01 0.96 0.97 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 0.00 (0.30) 0.01 (0.33) 0 0 0.02 0.01 0.93 0.95 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 0.34 (0.59) 0.44 (0.82) 0 0 0.07 0.05 0.90 0.93 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 0.50 (1.3) 0.65 (1.7) 0 0 0.07 0.05 0.84 0.88 4

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 3.0 (3.9) 3.0 (4.0) 5 5 2.3 2.3 0.93 0.95 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 3.7 (6.6) 3.8 (6.4) 5 5 2.3 2.3 0.82 0.82 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 2.4 (0.83) 2.4 (1.2) 5 5 3.9 4.1 0.88 0.91 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 1.8 (1.8) 2.2 (2.3) 5 5 3.9 4.1 0.79 0.83 4

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 47 (64) 47 (61) 50 50 48 48 0.98 0.99 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 48 (61) 48 (59) 50 50 48 48 0.62 0.64 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 43 (1.5) 46 (2.4) 50 50 43 45 0.95 0.96 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 42 (3.2) 41 (4.4) 50 50 43 45 0.82 0.85 4

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 1.8 (2.4) 0.00 (0.00) 3 0 1.3 0.01 0.90 0.98 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 2.5 (4.3) 0.02 (0.31) 3 0 1.3 0.01 0.85 0.93 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 1.1 (0.82) 0.42 (0.75) 3 0 2.4 0.05 0.85 0.94 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 1.3 (1.8) 0.59 (1.6) 3 0 2.4 0.05 0.78 0.88 4

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 6.1 (9.3) 0.25 (0.29) 10 0.5 4.6 0.24 0.95 0.97 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 7.1 (13) 0.48 (0.76) 10 0.5 4.6 0.24 0.92 0.83 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 6.1 (1.4) 0.53 (0.66) 10 0.5 7.8 0.45 0.90 0.94 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 3.5 (2.7) 0.67 (1.4) 10 0.5 7.8 0.45 0.86 0.87 4

Fitting DR1 (DR2) 29 (40) 7.3 (8.5) 40 10 24 5.9 0.96 0.98 3
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 30 (39) 6.9 (7.9) 40 10 24 5.9 0.86 0.57 3

Fitting, DR1 (DR2) 25 (3.3) 8.2 (0.70) 40 10 33 8.3 0.94 0.94 4
Iteration, DR1 (DR2) 22 (5.6) 4.3 (1.2) 40 10 33 8.3 0.90 0.79 4
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 1 

 2 

Figure 1. Left panel: The particle diameter growth rates in the simulations with the same 3 

growth rate for neutral and charged particles (scenarios 1, 4 and 5). Only simulations with the 4 

value of GRinput = 3 nm h−1 are shown here, but the general shape as a function of diameter is 5 

similar for other values of GRinput. Right panel: The growth enhancement factor of charged 6 

particles in the simulations in which the growth rates of neutral and charged particles were 7 

different (scenarios 2 and 3). The black dashed line denotes unity, i.e. no enhancement of the 8 

growth rate. 9 

10 

Fig. 1. Left panel: the particle diameter growth rates in the simulations with the same growth
rate for neutral and charged particles (scenarios 1, 4 and 5). Only simulations with the value of
GRinput = 3 nm h−1 are shown here, but the general shape as a function of diameter is similar
for other values of GRinput. Right panel: the growth enhancement factor of charged particles
in the simulations in which the growth rates of neutral and charged particles were different
(scenarios 2 and 3). The black dashed line denotes unity, i.e. no enhancement of the growth
rate.
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Figure 2. The ratio of the simulated (negative or positive) charged fraction at 1.8 nm and the 3 

fraction of (negative or positive) ion-induced nucleation used as input in the model as a 4 

function of the fraction of (negative or positive) ion-induced nucleation. The colours denote 5 

the growth scenario used in the simulation as indicated in the legend. A random variation of 6 

up to 7 % is added to the values on the x-axis to make data points more distinguishable. The 7 

data points from the simulations with 0 % of ion-induced nucleation are excluded from the 8 

figure. 9 

10 

Fig. 2. The ratio of the simulated (negative or positive) charged fraction at 1.8 nm and the
fraction of (negative or positive) ion-induced nucleation used as input in the model as a function
of the fraction of (negative or positive) ion-induced nucleation. The colours denote the growth
scenario used in the simulation as indicated in the legend. A random variation of up to 7 % is
added to the values on the x-axis to make data points more distinguishable. The data points
from the simulations with 0 % of ion-induced nucleation are excluded from the figure.
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 2 

Figure 3. The time evolution of the particle number size distribution from the example 3 

simulation described in Sect. 4.2. The black crosses mark the centre of the mode. 4 

5 

Fig. 3. The time evolution of the particle number size distribution from the example simulation
described in Sect. 4.2. The black crosses mark the centre of the mode.
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Figure 4. The upper panels depict the aerosol charging state of the example simulation as a 3 

function of time and diameter with the colours representing the value of the negative (panel 4 

A) and the positive (panel B) charging state. The lower panels depict the charging state (panel 5 

C) and the charged fraction (panel D) as a function of diameter obtained by following the 6 

centre of the mode. In the lower panels, the blue and red colours indicate the negative and the 7 

positive charging state or charged fraction, respectively. The circles denote the simulated 8 

values and the lines denote the iterated (panel C) or the fitted (panel D) values. In the legends, 9 

“asy” and “sym” denote whether asymmetric or symmetric small ion concentrations have 10 

been used, respectively, and numbers 1 and 2 indicate whether the data from DR 1 (2.2−11.5 11 

nm) or DR 2 (3−11.5 nm), respectively, had been used. In panel D, in the sizes > 5 nm, the 12 

upper (lower) group of lines almost on top of each other include the lines denoting fiter,sym
− and 13 

fiter,asy
+ (fiter,asy

− and fiter,sym
+). In panel D, in the sizes < 5 nm, the upmost blue line denotes the 14 

fiter,asy,1
−, whereas the other three blue lines are almost on top of each other. 15 

16 

Fig. 4. The upper panels depict the aerosol charging state of the example simulation as a
function of time and diameter with the colours representing the value of the negative (panel A)
and the positive (panel B) charging state. The lower panels depict the charging state (panel C)
and the charged fraction (panel D) as a function of diameter obtained by following the centre of
the mode. In the lower panels, the blue and red colours indicate the negative and the positive
charging state or charged fraction, respectively. The circles denote the simulated values and
the lines denote the iterated (panel C) or the fitted (panel D) values. In the legends, “asy”
and “sym” denote whether asymmetric or symmetric small ion concentrations have been used,
respectively, and numbers 1 and 2 indicate whether the data from DR 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) or DR
2 (3–11.5 nm), respectively, had been used. In panel D, in the sizes > 5 nm, the upper (lower)
group of lines almost on top of each other include the lines denoting f −iter,sym and f +iter,asy (f −iter,asy

and f +iter,sym). In panel D, in the sizes < 5 nm, the upmost blue line denotes the f −iter,asy,1, whereas
the other three blue lines are almost on top of each other.
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Figure 5. Upper panels: The particle diameter growth rate determined using the iteration 3 

method as a function of the growth rate in the simulation. The colour indicates the fraction of 4 

the change rate of the charged fraction that was taken into account in the method (details in 5 

Appendix A). Lower panels: The cumulative frequency of occurrence of the ratio of the 6 

determined growth rate to the growth rate in the simulation. Different lines denote the 7 

simulations with different growth rate scenarios indicated in the legend. The panels on the left 8 

(panels A and C) and the right hand side (panels B and D) denote the results obtained using 9 

asymmetric and symmetric small ion concentrations, respectively, with DR 2 (3−11.5 nm). 10 

11 

Fig. 5. Upper panels: the particle diameter growth rate determined using the iteration method
as a function of the growth rate in the simulation. The colour indicates the fraction of the change
rate of the charged fraction that was taken into account in the method (details in Appendix A).
Lower panels: The cumulative frequency of occurrence of the ratio of the determined growth
rate to the growth rate in the simulation. Different lines denote the simulations with different
growth rate scenarios indicated in the legend. The panels on the left (panels A and C) and the
right hand side (panels B and D) denote the results obtained using asymmetric and symmetric
small ion concentrations, respectively, with DR 2 (3–11.5 nm).
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Figure 6. Upper panels: The particle diameter growth rate determined using the fitting method 3 

as a function of the growth rate in the simulation. The colour indicates the fraction of the 4 

change rate of the negative charged fraction, F−, that was taken into account in the method 5 

(details in Appendix A). Lower panels: The cumulative frequency of occurrence of the ratio 6 

of the determined growth rate to the growth rate in the simulation. Different lines denote the 7 

simulations with different growth rate scenarios as indicated in the legend. The panels on the 8 

left (panels A and C) and the right hand side (panels B and D)  denote the results obtained 9 

using negative charging states from DR 1 (2.2−11.5 nm) and DR 2 (3−11.5 nm), respectively. 10 

11 

Fig. 6. Upper panels: the particle diameter growth rate determined using the fitting method as
a function of the growth rate in the simulation. The colour indicates the fraction of the change
rate of the negative charged fraction, F −, that was taken into account in the method (details in
Appendix A). Lower panels: The cumulative frequency of occurrence of the ratio of the deter-
mined growth rate to the growth rate in the simulation. Different lines denote the simulations
with different growth rate scenarios as indicated in the legend. The panels on the left (panels
A and C) and the right hand side (panels B and D) denote the results obtained using negative
charging states from DR 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) and DR 2 (3–11.5 nm), respectively.
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Figure 7. The initial negative charged fractions determined with the iteration method using 3 

asymmetric small ion concentrations as a function of the initial charged fractions in the 4 

simulation are depicted in the upper panels for two diameter ranges. The colour denotes the 5 

fraction of the change rate of the negative charged fraction that was taken into account in the 6 

method (see details in Appendix A). The solid black line denotes the one to one 7 

correspondence and the dashed lines divide the data points into the 3 categories described in 8 

Sect. 4.4. The numbers denote the number of data points in each category with the numbers in 9 

parenthesis denoting the number of data points shown in the figure. The points not shown in 10 

the figure had either the value of fini,iter
− or fini,sim

− < 1×10−4. The cumulative frequency of 11 

occurrence of the ratio of the fitted and the simulated initial charged fraction are depicted in 12 

lower panels with different colours denoting different growth scenarios used in the 13 

simulations. Only the data points in category 3 of panels A and B were used to obtain the 14 

curves in panels C and D, respectively. The panels on the left (A and C) and right hand side 15 

Fig. 7. The initial negative charged fractions determined with the iteration method using asym-
metric small ion concentrations as a function of the initial charged fractions in the simulation
are depicted in the upper panels for two diameter ranges. The colour denotes the fraction of the
change rate of the negative charged fraction that was taken into account in the method (see
details in Appendix A). The solid black line denotes the one to one correspondence and the
dashed lines divide the data points into the 3 categories described in Sect. 4.4. The numbers
denote the number of data points in each category with the numbers in parenthesis denoting
the number of data points shown in the figure. The points not shown in the figure had either the
value of f −ini,iter or f −ini,sim <1×10−4. The cumulative frequency of occurrence of the ratio of the fit-
ted and the simulated initial charged fraction are depicted in lower panels with different colours
denoting different growth scenarios used in the simulations. Only the data points in category 3
of panels A and B were used to obtain the curves in panels C and D, respectively. The panels
on the left (A and C) and right hand side (B and D) denote the results obtained using data from
DR 1 (2.2–11.5 nm) and DR 2 (3–11.5 nm), respectively.
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Figure 8. As Fig. 7, except that the initial charged fractions on the y-axis are determined using 3 

the fitting method. 4 

Fig. 8. As Fig. 7, except that the initial charged fractions on the y-axis are determined using the
fitting method.
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